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Abstract
We consider the family of interpolation measures of Gibbs measures and white noise given by
dQ
(p)
0,β = Z−1β 1{∫
T
u2Kβ−1/2}e−
1
2
∫
T
u2+β ∫
T
up dP0,β ,
where P0,β is the Wiener measure on the circle, with variance β−1, conditioned to have mean zero. It is shown that as β → 0,
Q
β
0 converges weakly to mean zero Gaussian white noise Q0. As an application, we present a straightforward proof that Q0 is
invariant for the Korteweg–de Vries equation (KdV). This weak convergence also shows that the white noise is a weak limit of
invariant measures for the modified KdV and the cubic nonlinear Schrödinger equations.
© 2011 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
Résumé
On considére la famille de mesures d’interpolation des mesures de Gibbs et bruit-blanc donnée par
dQ
(p)
0,β = Z−1β 1{∫
T
u2Kβ−1/2}e−
1
2
∫
T
u2+β ∫
T
up dP0,β ,
où P0,β est la mesure de Wiener sur le cercle, avec une variance β−1, conditionnée pour être de moyenne nulle. On montre
que lorsque β → 0, Qβ0 converge faiblement vers un bruit-blanc gaussien Q0 de moyenne nulle. En application, on donne une
démonstration simple de l’invariance de Q0 pour l’équation Korteweg–de Vries (KdV). Cette convergence faible montre aussi que
le bruit-blanc est une limite faible de mesures invariantes pour les équations KdV modifiées et Schrödinger non-linéaires cubiques.
© 2011 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
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1.1. An interpolation of measures
Let Q0 denote the mean zero Gaussian white noise on the circle T = R/Z, i.e. Q0 is the probability measure on
real-valued distributions u with
∫
T
u = 0 satisfying∫
ei〈f,u〉 dQ0(u) = e−
1
2 ‖f ‖2L2 (1)
for any mean zero smooth real-valued function f on T, where 〈·,·〉 denotes the pairing between the Schwartz space
S(T) and its dual S ′(T). It is known that Q0 is supported on the Sobolev space Hs0 (T) for s < − 12 , where Hs0 (T)
consists of real-valued distributions u =∑n=0 uˆne2πinx ∈ S ′ with uˆ−n = uˆn such that ‖u‖2Hs0 =∑n=0 |n|2s |uˆn|2 < ∞.
Let P0 denote the Wiener measure on u ∈ C(T) conditioned to have
∫
T
u = 0. It can be derived from the Brownian
Bridge P as follows: For a given x ∈ R, condition a standard Brownian motion u(t), t ∈ [0,1], starting at u(0) = x
to have u(1) = x and ∫
T
u = 0. Then distribute u(0) according to a real Gaussian with mean zero and variance π2/3.
The easiest way to check that this produces the appropriate measure is by the Fourier representation of u: Let {gn}n1
be a family of independent standard complex-valued Gaussian random variables, i.e. its real and imaginary parts are
independent Gaussians with mean zero and variance 1/2. Also, for n 1, let g−n = gn. Then
u(x) =
∑
n=0
gn
n
e2πinx. (2)
Similarly, let P0,β be the Wiener measure with variance β−1 conditioned to have
∫
T
u = 0. Formally, we can write
P0,β as
dP0,β = Z−10,β exp
(
−β
2
∫
T
u2x
)∏
x∈T
du(x), (3)
and under P0,β ,
u(x) = β˜−1/2
∑
n=0
gn
n
e2πinx, β˜ = 4π2β. (4)
For fixed K > 0 and p ∈ N, let Pϕ
p
1
0 denote the probability measure on u ∈ C(T) with
∫
T
u = 0 given by
dP
ϕ
p
1
0 = Z−1p,K1{∫T u2K}e
∫
up dP0. (5)
The L2-cutoff is necessary to make the normalization Zp,K well-defined and finite (for p  6 [12,3]). The notation
ϕ
p
1 is borrowed from quantum field theory; the superscript p denotes the order of the nonlinearity and the subscript
the dimension. The measure Pϕ
p
1
0 corresponds to the Gibbs measure for certain Hamiltonian PDEs. We will discuss
this aspect in the next subsection.
We can also define a family of probability measures depending on β > 0,
dP
ϕ
p
1
0,β = Zˆ−1β 1{∫T u2Kβ−1/2}eβ
∫
up dP0,β , (6)
where Zˆβ = Zˆ(β,p,K). Finally, let Qp0,β , β > 0, be the following family of probability measures on u ∈ C(T) with∫
T
u = 0, interpolating between Pϕ
p
1
0,β and Q0,
dQ
(p)
0,β = Z−1β 1{∫T u2Kβ−1/2}e− 12
∫
T
u2+β ∫ up dP0,β . (7)
In the following, we assume p = 3 or 4. It follows from [12,3] that for each fixed β > 0, Q(p)0,β is a well-defined
probability measure on Hs(T), s < 1 , the regularity being inherited from Brownian motion on T.2
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Theorem 1.1. Let p = 3 or 4 and K > 12 . Then, as β → 0, Q(p)0,β converges weakly to Q0 as probability measures on
Hs0 (T), s < − 12 .
Remark 1.2. When p = 4, the analogue to Theorem 1.1 holds for the measures on complex-valued distributions u
(without the mean zero assumption),
dQ(4)β = Z˜−1β 1{∫ |u|2Kβ−1/2}e− 12 ∫ |u|2+β ∫ |u|4 dPβ, (8)
where Pβ is the complex Wiener measure with variance β−1. We present the proof of Theorem 1.1 in detail for the
real-valued case and indicate the modification for the complex-valued case.
Formally, the theorem follows from the observation that
dQ
(p)
0,β = Z¯−1β 1{∫T u2Kβ−1/2}e− 12
∫
T
u2+β ∫ up− β2 ∫ u2x ∏
x∈T
du(x)
β→0−−−→ Z¯−10 e−
1
2
∫
T
u2
∏
x∈T
du(x) = dQ0. (9)
So the result is intuitively clear. Unfortunately, neither the normalizations Z¯β nor the “flat measure”
∏
x∈T du(x)
make sense, so a proof is required. It turns out to be a little tricky and it involves a careful analysis of random Fourier
series.
Consider the Gaussian measure μβ given by
dμβ = Z−1β e−
1
2
∫
T
u2 dP0,β = Zˆ−1β e−
1
2
∫
T
u2− β2
∫
u2x
∏
x∈T
du(x), (10)
where u is real-valued with
∫
T
u = 0.1 This is an interpolation of the Wiener measure P0,β and the white noise Q0
on T. If u is distributed according to μβ , then it can also be represented as
u(x) =
∑
n=0
gn√
1 + β˜n2
e2πinx. (11)
The main difficulty of the proof of Theorem 1.1 lies in establishing the exponential expectation estimate:
Eμβ
[
1{∫
T
u2Kβ−
1
2 }e
rβ
∫
up
]= ∫ 1{∫
T
u2Kβ−
1
2 }e
rβ
∫
up dμβ  C(r) < ∞ (12)
uniformly for small β > 0, where Eμβ denotes an expectation with respect to μβ . Recall that for each β > 0, u is
almost surely in Hs \H 12 , s < 12 . However, when β = 0, (10) reduces to the white noise Q0 supported on Hs \H−
1
2 ,
s < − 12 . Hence,
∫
up , p = 3,4, diverges as β → 0, and thus we need to carefully analyze β ∫ up as β → 0. It
turns out that the decay of β and the growth of
∫
up is in perfect balance when p = 4 (see Remark 2.2) and the
proof (12) is much more delicate when p = 4. We need some probabilistic tools such as the hypercontractivity of the
Ornstein–Uhlenbeck semigroup. We present the proof in the remaining sections of the article.
When p = 4, one can also consider the convergence of Q˜(4)0,β whose density is given by
dQ˜
(4)
0,β = Z−1β e−β
∫
T
u4 dμβ.
In this case, thanks to the negative sign in front of β
∫
T
u4, we have the exponential expectation estimate (12) for free.
Theorem 1.3. As β → 0, Q˜(4)0,β converges weakly to Q0 as probability measures on Hs0 (T), s < − 12 .
In proving Theorem 1.3, we follow the basic argument for Theorem 1.1. However, since there is no need for an
L2-cutoff, a slight care is required. When p = 3, we still need an L2-cutoff in view of transformation u → −u.
Before we proceed to the proof of Theorem 1.1, let us discuss the motivation for studying this problem and present
an application to some Hamiltonian PDEs in the remaining part of this section.
1 In the following, we use Zβ to denote various normalization constants.
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Given a Hamiltonian flow on R2n: ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
p˙i = ∂H
∂qj
,
q˙i = − ∂H
∂pj
,
(13)
with Hamiltonian H(p,q) = H(p1, . . . , pn, q1, . . . , qn), Liouville’s theorem states that the Lebesgue measure on
R
2n is invariant under the flow. Then, it follows from the conservation of the Hamiltonian H that the Gibbs measures
e−H(p,q)
∏n
j=1 dpj dqj are invariant under the flow of (13).
In the context of the nonlinear Schrödinger equations (NLS) on T:
iut − uxx ± |u|p−2u = 0. (14)
Lebowitz, Rose and Speer [12] considered the Gibbs measure of the form
dμ = exp(−H(u))∏
x∈T
du(x), (15)
where H(u) is the Hamiltonian given by H(u) = 12
∫ |ux |2 ± 1p ∫ |u|p dx. It was shown that such Gibbs measure μ is
a well-defined probability measure on Hs \H 12 , s < 12 . (In the focusing case (with −), the result only holds for p < 6
with the L2-cutoff 1{∫ |u|2K} for any K > 0, and for p = 6 with sufficiently small K .) Using the Fourier analytic
approach, Bourgain [3] continued the study and proved the invariance of the Gibbs measure μ under the flow of NLS.
In the same paper, he also established the invariance of the Gibbs measures for the Korteweg–de Vries equation (KdV)
on T:
ut + uxxx − 6uux = 0, (16)
and the modified KdV equation (mKdV) on T:
ut + uxxx ∓ u2ux = 0. (17)
Invariant Gibbs measures μ for Hamiltonian PDEs can be regarded as stationary measures for infinite dimensional
dynamical systems. It follows from the Poincaré recurrence theorem that almost all points of the phase space are
stable according to Poisson, i.e. if St denotes a flow map: u0 → u(t) = St u0, then for almost all u0, there exists a
sequence {tn} tending to ∞ such that Stnu0 → u0. We also know that such dynamics is also multiply recurrent in view
of Furstenberg [8]: let A be any measurable set with μ(A) > 0. Then, for any integer k > 1, there exists n = 0 such
that μ(A ∩ SnA ∩ S2nA ∩ · · · ∩ S(k−1)nA) > 0. Note that this recurrence property holds only in the support of the
Gibbs measure, i.e. not for smooth functions.
Now note that if F(p,q) is any function that is conserved under the flow of (13), then the measure
dμF = e−F(p,q)∏nj=1 dpj dqj is invariant. Recall that NLS, KdV, and mKdV are all Hamiltonian partial differential
equations preserving the L2-norm (see also [7] for another intriguing connection). Hence, it is natural, at least at a
heuristic level, to expect the invariance of the white noise for these equations. The difficulty here is the low regularity
of the phase space.
1.3. Invariance of white noise for KdV on T
As an application of Theorem 1.1, we present a straightforward proof of the fact that Q0 is an invariant measure
for KdV on T. Given a smooth initial condition u0 :T → R, we have a solution St u0 = u(t) for −∞ < t < ∞. In fact,
KdV is well-posed for much rougher initial data; the nonlinear solution map St extends to a continuous group of
nonlinear evolution operators
S¯t :Hs0 (T) → Hs0 (T), −∞ < t < ∞, s −1. (18)
By the Fourier restriction method, Bourgain [2] proved s  0, and Kenig, Ponce and Vega [13] and Colliander
et al. [5] pushed it down to s  − 1 . Finally, Kappeler and Topalov [10] proved s  −1 via the inverse spectral2
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the circle with white noise as initial data, for almost every realization.
In [19] and [16,17], we proved the following result:
Theorem 1.4. White noise Q0 is invariant under KdV, i.e. for any t ∈ R, S¯∗t Q0 = Q0.
Here, S¯∗t Q0 denotes the pushforward of the measure Q0 by the map S¯t . The proof in [19] is indirect: We show that
Q0 is the image under the Miura transform of the Gibbs measure for the defocusing mKdV (with the − sign in (17)),
which was proven to be invariant by Bourgain [3]. While the proof in [16,17] is more direct, it relies on heavy Fourier
analysis. Since the result is so simple to state, it is reasonable to ask for a straightforward proof (and such a proof has
been requested of the authors).
In the following, we give a more straightforward proof of Theorem 1.4, using Theorem 1.1, (18), and the following:
Proposition 1.5. (See Bourgain [3].) Pϕ
3
1
0,β defined in (5), β > 0, are invariant for KdV.
Note that in [3] this is only explicitly proven for β = 1. But the same proof works for all β > 0. If μ is an invariant
measure of a Markov process u(t) and F is a conserved quantity; F(u(t)) = F(u(0)), then, as long as it makes
sense, dν = F dμ is an invariant measure as well. The quantity F(u) = ∫
T
u2 is a conserved quantity for KdV and
exp(− 12
∫
T
u2) ∈ L1(P ϕ310,β). Hence it follows from Proposition 1.5 that
Corollary 1.6. Q(3)0,β defined in (7), β > 0, are invariant for KdV.
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.4, we need to verify that Q0, the limit of invariant measures by Theorem 1.1
and Corollary 1.6, is itself invariant.
Let φ be any bounded continuous function on H−10 (T). By invariance of Q
(3)
0,β under S¯t , we have∫
φ dQ
(3)
0,β =
∫
φ ◦ S¯t dQ(3)0,β .
Since S¯t is continuous on H−10 (T), we can take β → 0 to obtain∫
φ dQ0 =
∫
φ ◦ S¯t dQ0 =
∫
φ dS¯∗t Q0.
Taking φ(u) = exp(i〈f,u〉) for smooth mean zero functions f on T, we get∫
ei〈f,u〉 dS¯∗t Q0 = e−
1
2 ‖f ‖2L2 , (19)
which identifies S¯∗t Q0 as mean zero white noise. This completes the straightforward proof of Theorem 1.4.
The reason for calling the proof straightforward is that it is a fairly direct consequence of the intuitively obvious
fact (9). It also has the advantage, partially exploited in the next subsection, that it does not appear to rely on special
properties of KdV.
Remark 1.7. The same proof shows the invariance by KdV of mean zero white noise Q0,σ 2 with variance σ 2,
defined by ∫
ei〈f,u〉 dQ0,σ 2(u) = e−
σ2
2 ‖f ‖2L2 .
1.4. Formal invariance of white noise for mKdV and cubic NLS on T
The advantage of the straightforward proof of the invariance of white noise under the KdV flow presented in the
previous subsection is that it does not rely on special properties of KdV. Hence, in principle, it provides a route towards
invariance of white noise for related equations.
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((14) with p = 4), since their flows are not expected to be well-defined below H− 12 . Recall that mKdV and cubic NLS
are scaling-critical in Hs with s = − 12 . This means that the scaling invariance (on R) u(t, x) → λ−1u(λ−2t, λ−1x)
preserves the homogeneous H− 12 -norm. It is usually expected that a nonlinear PDE is not well-posed below scaling-
critical regularity, and the support of the white noise is below H− 12 . Nevertheless, if we lower our standards, we are
able to say something. Let us define a measure μ to be formally invariant for a flow St if there exist invariant measures
μn for St , converging weakly to μ.
Corollary 1.8. Mean zero white noise Q0 is formally invariant for mKdV (17).
Corollary 1.9. Complex white noise Q is formally invariant for cubic NLS ((14) with p = 4, either focusing or
defocusing).
The corollaries suggest that it may be possible to extend the flows to the support of the white noise and show that
it is invariant. As far as we are aware, this conjecture that white noise should be invariant for NLS or mKdV is novel.
It is not well understood in what sense the Hamiltonian structure of such equations extends to the support of the Gibbs
measure, where the Hamiltonians themselves are infinite. There is no Liouville measure in these infinite dimensional
settings, and one may hypothesize that the white noise may perhaps be acting as a replacement.
For the question of extending the flows and the invariance, a somewhat analogous situation is the L2-critical
defocusing cubic NLS on T2, see Bourgain [4]. There the Gibbs measure on T2 is supported below L2(T2).
Nonetheless, Bourgain constructed a well-defined flow on its support and established the invariance of the Gibbs
measure (to the Wick ordered cubic NLS on T2).
Unfortunately, at the present time, we are very far from such extensions for mKdV or cubic NLS. On the one hand,
we have global well-posedness in Hs(T) for s  0 ([1] for cubic NLS and [11] for mKdV). On the other hand, Molinet
proved that these equations are ill-posed below L2(T) in the sense that the solution maps are not continuous below
L2(T) for both cubic NLS [14] and mKdV [15], even for small times and small data. There is, however, a positive
result below L2(T) for the Wick ordered cubic NLS (WNLS) on T. WNLS arises as a renormalized version of cubic
NLS, and it is equivalent to cubic NLS in L2(T). Below L2(T), this renormalization prevents some non-desirable
behaviors of cubic NLS, and it has been proposed as an alternative model to study in the low regularity setting. See
Oh and Sulem [18] for more discussion on this issue. In [6], Colliander and Oh considered the Cauchy problem for
WNLS with initial data of the form
u0(x) =
∑
n∈Z
gn√
1 + |2πn|2α e
inx. (20)
Note that (20) is a representation of functions in the support of Gaussian measures μα whose density is given by
dμα = Z−1α e−
1
2
∫ |u|2 dx− 12 ∫ |Dαu|2 ∏
x∈T
du(x), (21)
where D = |∂x | is the Fourier multiplier operator with multiplier 2π |n|. Thus, u0 in (20) is almost surely in
Hs \Hα− 12 , s < α − 12 . In particular, when α  12 , it lies strictly in negative Sobolev spaces. Also, note that the white
noise basically corresponds to α = 0. By a combination of probabilistic and nonlinear Fourier analytic arguments, they
proved almost sure local well-posedness for α > 16 , i.e. s > − 13 , and almost sure global well-posedness for α > 512 ,
i.e. s > − 112 . This can be viewed as a first step toward well-posedness in the support of white noise. As for mKdV,
there is no such probabilistic well-posedness result known below L2(T).
Remark 1.10. The measures Q(p)0,β are well-defined for 2 < p < 6, and all β > 0. Theorem 1.1 extends readily
to 2 < p  4. p = 4 is critical, in the sense that β ∫
T
u4 = O(1) under Q(4)0,β as β → 0, while for 2 < p < 4,
β
∫
T
up = o(1) under Q(p)0,β . For p > 4, β
∫
T
up blows up. Note that one should not conclude from this that Theorem 1.1
cannot hold for p > 4. Indeed, it is quite plausible that it does. However, the method of proof used here does not extend
beyond p = 4.
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want to start our dynamics, either KdV, mKdV, or cubic NLS, with u0, distributed according to white noise. One
way to proceed is to consider some regularization uβ0 , β > 0, of the initial data u0, and solve the equation in a more
classical sense, to obtain smooth solutions uβ(t) = St uβ0 at a later time. Then, we ask if for small β > 0, uβ(t)
is again approximately distributed according to white noise. Invariance of white noise means that this procedure is
true regardless of the type of regularization one uses. Formal invariance means that there is at least one type of
regularization which works: In our case, the regularized uβ0 is distributed according to Q
(4)
0,β .
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the Wick-ordered monomials and prove a preliminary
lemma. In Section 3, we present the proof of Theorem 1.1 for p = 4, assuming the exponential expectation
estimate (12), which we prove in Sections 4 and 5. In Section 6, we briefly discuss the argument for the complex-
valued case, the defocusing case (Theorem 1.3), and the p = 3 case.
2. Wick ordering
In this section, we perform a preliminary computation for the proof of Theorem 1.1 for p = 4. Recall that
dQ
(4)
0,β = Z−1β 1{∫
T
u2Kβ−
1
2 }e
β
∫
T
u4 dμβ,
where μβ is as in (10). Under μβ , u is represented as a Fourier series (11), where gn are independent standard
complex Gaussians for n > 0 and g−n = gn. We will need various moments of gn, the following identity can be
proved e.g. using the moment generating function of the complex Gaussian:
E
[
gkng

n
]= δkk!, k,  ∈ Z+, (22)
where δk = 1 if k =  and = 0 otherwise. In particular, E[gi1gi2 . . . gik ] = 0 unless we can pair the indices i1, . . . , id
in a way that the sum of the two indices is zero in each pair.
In order to study the behavior of Q(4)0,β as β → 0, we divide the space into several regions. For this purpose, we
introduce the Wick-ordered monomials :u2:β and :u4:β with parameter β:
:u2:β := u2 − aβ, (23)
:u4:β := u4 − 6aβu2 + 3a2β, (24)
where
aβ = Eμβ
[ ∫
T
u2
]
=
∑
n=0
1
1 + β˜n2 .
For basics on Wick products and Gaussian Hilbert spaces, see e.g. [9]. Note that :uk:β = Hk(u;aβ), where H(x,σ 2)
is the Hermite polynomial in x of degree k with parameter σ 2. We have
β
1
2 aβ → 12 as β → 0, (25)
since β
1
2
∑
n=0 11+β˜n2 → 2
∫∞
0
1
1+4π2x2 dx = 12 by Riemann sum approximation. Also, by letting
bβ =
∑
n=0
1
(1 + β˜n2)2 and cβ =
∑
n=0
1
(1 + β˜n2)4 ,
we have β
1
2 bβ → b0 and β 12 cβ → c0 for some explicit constants b0, c0 > 0.
Lemma 2.1. We have
Eμβ
[ ∫
T
:u2:β
]
= 0, Eμβ
[( ∫
T
:u2:β
)2]
= 2bβ, (26)
Eμβ
[ ∫
:u4:β
]
= 0. (27)T
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Eμβ
[( ∫
T
:u4:β
)2]
 β− 32 . (28)
Proof. For simplicity, we use E for Eμβ . By definition, we have E[
∫
T
u2] = aβ . Also, we have
E
[( ∫
T
:u2:β
)2]
= 4E
[(∑
n1
|gn|2 − 1
1 + β˜n2
)2]
= 4
∑
n1
E[(|gn|2 − 1)2]
(1 + β˜n2)2 = 2bβ.
Using the representation of u under μβ , we have∫
T
u4 =
∑
n1234=0
nj =0
4∏
j=1
gnj√
1 + β˜n2j
, (29)
where n1234 := n1 + n2 + n3 + n4. We say that we have a pair if we have nj = −nk , j = k, in the summation in (29).
Under the condition n1234 = 0, we have either two pairs or no pair. Now, let Aj = {n1 = −nj }, j = 2,3,4. Then, by
symmetry, we can express the sum in (29) as
∑
n1234=0
nj =0
=
∑
pair
+
∑
no pair
=
4∑
j=2
∑
Aj
−
∑
j<k
∑
Aj∩Ak
+
∑
no pair
= 3
∑
n1=−n2, n3=−n4
nj =0
−3
∑
n1=n3=−n2=−n4
nj =0
+
∑
no pair
. (30)
(Note that A2 ∩A3 ∩A4 is empty.) From (24), we have∫
T
:u4:β = 3
{ ∑
n1,n3 =0
|gn1 |2|gn3 |2
(1 + β˜n21)(1 + β˜n23)
− 2aβ
∫
T
u2 + a2β
}
− 3
∑
n=0
|gn|4
(1 + β˜n2)2 +
∑
no pair
4∏
j=1
gnj√
1 + β˜n2j
= 12
( ∑
n11
|gn1 |2 − 1
1 + β˜n21
)( ∑
n31
|gn3 |2 − 1
1 + β˜n23
)
− 6
∑
n1
|gn|4
(1 + β˜n2)2
+
∑
no pair
4∏
j=1
gnj√
1 + β˜n2j
=: 12I1 − 6I2 + II. (31)
Then, (27) follows from E[(|gn|2 − 1)2] = 1 and E[|gn|4] = 2. Using E[(|gn|2 − 1)4] = 9, we have
E
[
I21
]= ∑
n1,n31
n1 =n3
E[(|gn1 |2 − 1)2]
(1 + β˜n21)2
E[(|gn3 |2 − 1)2]
(1 + β˜n23)2
+
∑
n1
E[(|gn|2 − 1)4]
(1 + β˜n2)4

b2β
4
+ 9cβ
2
 β−1
for sufficiently small β > 0. Similarly, we have E[I22] b2β + cβ  β−1. Moreover, we have
E[I1 · II] = E[I2 · II] = 0 (32)
by the comment after (22). Finally, we consider
2 We use A B to denote an estimate of the form A CB for some C > 0. Similarly, we use A ∼ B to denote A B and B A.
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[
II2
]= E[( ∑
n1234=0
nj =0
no pair
4∏
j=1
gnj√
1 + β˜n2j
)( ∑
k1234=0
kj =0
no pair
4∏
j=1
gkj√
1 + βk2j
)]
.
Since the summation indices {nj } and {kj } contain no pair, we see that the only nonzero contribution comes from
{n1, n2, n3, n4} = −{k1, k2, k3, k4}. Thus, we have
E
[
II2
]= 24E[(∑
∗
4∏
j=1
|gnj |2
1 + β˜n2j
)]
where ∗ = {n1234 = 0, nj = 0, and no pair}. By separating the summation into (a) nj all distinct, (b) n1 = n2 = n3, n4
and n3 = n4, and (c) n1 = n2 = n3 = n4 (up to permutations of the indices), we have
E
[
II2
]= 24{ ∑
∗
nj , all distinct
+6 · 2
∑
∗
n1=n2 =n3,n4
n3 =n4
+4 · 6
∑
∗
n1=n2=n3 =n4
4∏
j=1
1
1 + β˜n2j
}
since E[|gn|4] = 2 and E[|gn|6] = 6. From the positivity of the summands and by Riemann sum approximation,
we have
E
[
II2
]

∑
n1,n2,n3 =0
3∏
j=1
1
1 + β˜n2j
1
1 + β˜(n1 + n2 + n3)2
+
∑
n1,n3 =0
1
(1 + β˜n21)2
1
1 + β˜n23
1
1 + β˜(2n1 + n3)2
+
∑
n1,n3 =0
1
(1 + β˜n21)3
1
1 + β˜(3n1)2
∼ β˜− 32
∫
R3
3∏
j=1
1
1 + x2j
1
1 + (x1 + x2 + x3)2 dx1 dx2 dx3
+ β˜−1
∫
R2
1
(1 + x21)2
1
1 + x23
1
1 + (2x1 + x3)2 dx1 dx3 + β˜
− 12
∫
R
1
(1 + x21)3
1
1 + (3x1)2 dx1  β
− 32
for sufficiently small β > 0. Hence, we obtain (28). 
Remark 2.2. The moral is that the main contribution of
∫
T
:u4:β comes from the “no pair, all distinct” part. From (27)
and (25), we see that E[β ∫
T
u4] = 3βa2β = O(1). This shows that the decay of β and the growth of
∫
T
u4 is in perfect
balance.
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1: p = 4
In order to prove Theorem 1.1, it suffices to show that, for any smooth mean 0 function f on T,
Cβ
∫
ei
∫
T
f u+β ∫
T
u41{∫
T
u2Kβ− 12 } dμβ → e
− 12 ‖f ‖2L2 , as β → 0 (33)
for some Cβ > 0. Indeed (33) implies∫
ei
∫
T
f u dQ
(4)
0,β =
Cβ
∫
ei
∫
T
f u+β ∫
T
u41{∫
T
u2Kβ− 12 } dμβ
Cβ
∫
eβ
∫
T
u41{∫
T
u2Kβ− 12 } dμβ
→ e
− 12 ‖f ‖2L2
e
− 12 ‖0‖2L2
= e− 12 ‖f ‖2L2 . (34)
This means that the joint distribution of the Fourier coefficients of u under Q(4)0,β converges weakly to the joint
distribution of the coefficients from the white noise Q0. The weak convergence of Q(4)0,β to Q0 in H
s
0 (T), s < − 12 ,
now follows from the following lemma, whose proof is presented at the end of this section.
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It follows from Lemma 3.1 and Prohorov’s theorem that for any sequence {βj } of positive numbers tending to 0,
the sequence {Q(4)0,βj } is sequentially compact. Moreover, by the comment after (34), it converges weakly to Q0.
The same comment guarantees the uniqueness of the limit point of {Q(4)0,β} for β → 0. Hence, Theorem 1.1 follows.
In view of Lemma 2.1, define Aβ,N and Bβ,N by
Aβ,N =
{∣∣∣∣ ∫
T
:u4:β
∣∣∣∣Nβ− 34}, and Bβ,N = {∣∣∣∣ ∫
T
:u2:β
∣∣∣∣Nβ− 14} (35)
for large N and small β > 0, and we consider separately the contributions from
(i) Aβ,N ∩ Bβ,N , (ii) Aβ,N ∩ Bcβ,N , and (iii) Acβ,N .
First, note that by Chebyshev’s inequality with Lemma 2.1 and (35), we have an easy preliminary estimate
μβ
(Acβ,N ∪ Bcβ,N )N−2. (36)
Our goal is to show that the main contribution for the weak convergence (33) indeed comes from (i), and that the
contributions from (ii) and (iii) are small.
• (i) On Aβ,N ∩ Bβ,N : Since
∫
T
u4 = ∫
T
:u4:β + 6aβ
∫
T
u2 − 3a2β and
∫
T
:u4:β is “small” on Aβ,N , it is natural to
introduce the Gaussian probability measure
dμ˜β = Z−1β exp
(
6βaβ
∫
T
u2
)
dμβ (37)
for sufficiently small β > 0. First, we show that the normalization Zβ is indeed finite for (small) β > 0.
Lemma 3.2. The normalization constant Zβ in (37) is bounded uniformly as β ↘ 0. Moreover,
lim
β→0
∫
e6βaβ
∫
T
u2 dμβ = e3/2.
Proof. From (11), we have, for small β > 0,∫
e6βaβ
∫
T
u2 dμβ =
∏
n1
E
[
exp
(
12βaβ
1 + β˜n2 |gn|
2
)]
=
∏
n1
1
1 − 12βaβ
1+β˜n2
=
∏
n1
1 + 1
β˜n2
1 + 1−12βaβ
β˜n2
= sinh(πβ˜
− 12 )
πβ˜− 12
π
√
1 − 12βaββ˜− 12
sinh(π
√
1 − 12βaββ˜− 12 )
.
Here, we used E[eaX2 ] = (1 − 2a)− 12 , a < 12 , for a real-valued standard Gaussian random variable X, and the infinite
product formula for sinh z. By (25), we have
lim
β→0
∫
e6βaβ
∫
u2 dμβ = lim
β→0 exp
(
π
(
β˜−
1
2 −√1 − 12βaβ β˜− 12 ))= e3/2. 
Under μ˜β , we have
u(x) =
∑
n=0
gn√
1 − 12βaβ + β˜n2
e2πinx. (38)
From (25), we have 12βaβ ∼ β 12 → 0 as β → 0, so this is well-defined if β is small enough. The following lemma,
combined with the argument following (33), shows that the Fourier coefficients under μ˜β converge in distribution to
those of the white noise.
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lim
β→0Cβ
∫
e
i
∫
T
f u+6βaβ
∫
T
u2−3βa2β dμβ = lim
β→0 C˜β
∫
e
i
∫
T
f u−3βa2β dμ˜β = e−
1
2 ‖f ‖2L2 , (39)
for any smooth mean 0 function f on T.
Proof. By a direct computation, we have∫
ei
∫
T
f u dμ˜β = exp
{
i
∑
n=0
fˆngn√
1 − 12βaβ + β˜n2
}
= exp
{
−1
2
∑
n=0
|fˆn|2
1 − 12βaβ + β˜n2
}
→ e− 12 ‖f ‖2L2 .
Then, (39) follows from e−3βa2β → e−3/4 as β → 0. 
Next, we show that β
∫
T
u4 is very close to aβ
∫
T
u2 in this case and that it does not affect the weak convergence in
Lemma 3.3. For conciseness of the presentation, let us define, for a function F on C(T),
If (F ) =
∫
F(u)e
i
∫
T
f u+6βaβ
∫
T
u2−3βa2β dμβ.
Lemma 3.4. Let K > 12 . Then, for N > 0, we have
lim sup
β→0
∣∣∣∣ ∫
Aβ,N∩Bβ,N
1{∫
T
u2Kβ− 12 }e
i
∫
T
f u+β ∫
T
u4 dμβ − If (1)
∣∣∣∣N−1. (40)
Proof. On Aβ,N , we have |eβ
∫
T
:u4:β − 1| β 14 N for β N−4. Hence, we have∣∣∣∣ ∫
Aβ,N∩Bβ,N
1{∫
T
u2Kβ− 12 }e
i
∫
T
f u+β ∫
T
u4 dμβ − If (1Aβ,N∩Bβ,N 1{∫
T
u2Kβ− 12 })
∣∣∣∣
 e6β
1
2 aβK−3βa2β
∫ ∣∣eβ ∫T:u4:β − 1∣∣dμβ  β 14 N,
since 6β 12 aβK − 3βa2β = O(1). Moreover, on Bβ,N , given ε > 0, there exists β0 > 0 such that∫
T
u2 =
∫
T
:u2:β + aβ Nβ− 14 +
(
1
2
+ ε
2
)
β−
1
2 
(
1
2
+ ε
)
β−
1
2
for 0 < β < β0. Thus, we have Bβ,N ⊂ {
∫
T
u2  Kβ− 12 } for sufficiently small β > 0 as long as K > 12 .
Hence, (40) follows once we show
lim sup
β→0
∣∣If (1Aβ,N∩Bβ,N )− If (1)∣∣= lim sup
β→0
∣∣If (1Acβ,N∪Bcβ,N )∣∣N−1. (41)
By Cauchy–Schwarz inequality along with (36), we have
∣∣If (1Acβ,N∪Bcβ,N )∣∣ (μβ(Acβ,N ∪ Bcβ,N )) 12
( ∫
e6βaβ
∫
T
u2 dμβ
) 1
2
N−1 (42)
since
∫
e6βaβ
∫
T
u2 dμβ = O(1) by Lemma 3.2. 
• (ii) On Aβ,N ∩ Bc : In this case, the Wick-ordered L4-norm of u is controlled. Indeed, we haveβ,N
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Aβ,N∩Bcβ,N
1{∫
T
u2Kβ− 12 }e
i
∫
T
f u+β ∫
T
u4 dμβ N−2. (43)
Proof. From (25), we have β 12 aβ = O(1). Thus, on Aβ,N ∩ {
∫
T
u2 Kβ− 12 }, we have
β
∫
T
u4  β
∣∣∣∣∫
T
:u4:β
∣∣∣∣+ 6βaβ ∫
T
u2 + 3βa2β  1
for β N−4. Then, (43) follows from (36). 
• (iii) On Acβ,N : In this case, we do not have any control on the Wick-ordered L4-norm of u. Nonetheless, we have
the following exponential expectation estimate.
Proposition 3.6. Let r > 0. Then, we have
Eμβ
[
1{∫
T
u2Kβ−
1
2 }e
rβ
∫
T
u4]= ∫ 1{∫
T
u2Kβ−
1
2 }e
rβ
∫
T
u4 dμβ  C(r) < ∞, (44)
uniformly in small β > 0.
For each fixed β > 0, (44) follows from [12,3]. The difficulty lies in establishing the estimate uniformly in β > 0.
The proof requires both Fourier analytic and probabilistic approaches. We present the proof of Proposition 3.6 in
Sections 4 and 5.
Lemma 3.7. The following estimate holds uniformly in small β > 0.∫
Acβ,N
1{∫
T
u2Kβ− 12 }e
i
∫
T
f u+β ∫
T
u4 dμβ N−1. (45)
Proof. By the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality followed by (44) and (36), the left-hand side of (45) is bounded by( ∫
Acβ,N
1{∫
T
u2Kβ−
1
2 } dμβ
) 1
2
( ∫
1{∫
T
u2Kβ−
1
2 }e
2β
∫
T
u4 dμβ
) 1
2
N−1. 
Finally, (33) follows from Lemmas 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.7 by first taking β → 0 and then N → ∞. Besides proving
Proposition 3.6 (which is the content of the next two sections), the only part left is the proof of Lemma 3.1 which we
present below.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. For any measurable set A, we have
Q
(4)
0,β(A) =
∫
1A1{∫
T
u2Kβ− 12 }e
β
∫
T
u4 dμβ∫
1{∫
T
u2Kβ−
1
2 }e
β
∫
T
u4 dμβ

(
∫
A
dμβ)
1
2 (
∫
1{∫
T
u2Kβ− 12 }e
2β
∫
T
u4 dμβ)
1
2∫
1{∫
T
u2Kβ− 12 }e
β
∫
T
u4 dμβ
(46)
 C
{
μβ(A)
} 1
2 . (47)
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Proposition 3.6 and from the fact that the denominator is bounded from below because of Chebyshev’s inequality
and Lemma 2.1: ∫
1{∫
T
u2Kβ−
1
2 }e
β
∫
T
u4 dμβ K−1β
1
2 Eμβ
[ ∫
T
u2
]
= K−1β 12 aβ ∼ 12K
−1 > 0. (48)
The upper bound (47) shows that it is enough to prove that the sequence μβ is tight in Hs0 (T) for s = − 12 −ε, ε > 0.
Consider a probability space with the independent standard complex Gaussian random variables gn with g−n = gn.
Setting u(β)(x) =∑n=0 gn√1+β˜n2 e2πinx for β  0, we have a joint realization of the measures μβ and Q0. By the
Borel–Cantelli lemma, we have supn>0
|gn|
nε/2
< ∞ with probability one. This means that for the Fourier coefficients
uˆ
(β)
n of u(β), we have |uˆ(β)n |  Cnε/2 a.s. with a finite (but random) C. Since uˆ(β)n → uˆ(0)n = gn a.s. as β → 0 for
all n, this implies that u(β) → u(0) a.s. in Hs0 (T) for s = − 12 − ε. From Prohorov’s theorem, we immediately have the
tightness of the measures μβ and hence the statement of the lemma. 
4. Bourgain’s argument: λ > β−
1
2 −
In this section and next, we present the proof of Proposition 3.6. It follows once we prove the following tail estimate.
Lemma 4.1. There exist c,C > 0 and δ > 0 such that for all β > 0 and λ 1,
μβ
(
β‖u‖4
L4(T) > λ,
∫
T
u2 Kβ− 12
)
 Ce−cλ1+δ . (49)
We will prove this lemma by considering two cases: λ > β− 12 − and λ < β− 12 −.3 For fixed β > 0, Bourgain [3]
proved (49) via the dyadic pigeonhole principle with the large deviation estimate (Lemma 4.2). See Theorem 4.4
below. In this section, we follow his approach to handle the case λ > β− 12 −. For this purpose, we need the following
lemma on the tail probabilities of χ2 random variables.
Lemma 4.2. Let g1, g2, . . . be independent standard real-valued Gaussian random variables. Then for any M  1, we
have the following large deviation estimate:
P
[(
M∑
n=1
g2n
) 1
2
R
]
 e− 14 R2, R  3M 12 . (50)
Proof. By Markov’s inequality, for 0 t < 1/2 we have
P
[(
M∑
n=1
g2n
) 1
2
R
]
 E[exp(t
∑M
n=1 g2n)]
exp(tR2)
= (1 − 2t)−M2 e−tR2 .
Choosing t = 12 (1 − MR2 ), we get the upper bound(
R2
M
)M
2
e−
1
2 R
2+ 12 M  eM2 log(R2/M)+( 118 − 12 )R2  e− 14 R2
where in the last step we used that logx  x/4 for x  9. 
Let us introduce some notations. Given M ∈ N, let P>M denote the Dirichlet projection P>Mu =∑|n|>M uˆne2πinx
onto the frequencies {|n| > M}. PM is defined in a similar manner. Given j ∈ N, let Mj = 2jM . We use the notation
3 We use a+ and a− to denote a + ε and a − ε, respectively, for arbitrarily small ε  1.
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block (Mj−1,Mj ], i.e. PMj u =
∑
n∼Mj uˆne
2πinx.
Lemma 4.3. Let p  2 and β  1. Assume that M  max(β− 12 −δ, β−
p
2 +1−δ) for some δ > 0. Then there exist
c,C1,C2 > 0 such that for λ C1,
μβ
(
β‖P>Mu‖pLp(T) > λ
)
 C2 exp
{−cλ 2p β1− 2p M 2p +1}. (51)
Proof. Let σj = C2−j , j = 1,2, . . . , for some small  > 0 where C = C() is such that ∑∞j=1 σj = 1. Then, we
have
μβ
(
β
1
p ‖P>M0u‖Lp(T) > λ
1
p
)

∞∑
j=0
μβ
(
β
1
p ‖PMj u‖Lp(T) > σjλ
1
p
)
. (52)
There is a c = c(p) < ∞ such that for all j = 1,2, . . . ,
‖PMj u‖Lp(T)  cM
1
2 − 1p
j ‖PMj u‖L2(T). (53)
This is the Sobolev inequality, though in this particular case it is a simple application of Hölder’s inequality.
From (11), we have ‖PMj u‖2L2(T) =
∑
n∼Mj |uˆn|2 =
∑
n∼Mj (1 + β˜n2)−1|gn|2. Hence, the right-hand side of (52) is
bounded by
∞∑
j=0
P
[( ∑
n∼Mj
g2n
)1/2
Rj
]
, where Rj ∼ σjλ
1
p β
− 1
p M
1
p
− 12
j
(
1 + βM2j
)1/2
. (54)
For M max(β− 12 −δ, β−
p
2 +1−δ), we have
Rj  CMελ
1
p β
1
2 − 1p M
1
p
+ 12 −ε
j  3M
1
2
j .
By applying Lemma 4.2, we conclude that the summation in (54) is bounded by ∑∞j=0 exp{−cσ 2j λ 2p β1− 2p M 2p +1j }.
This completes the proof. 
Before presenting the proof of Lemma 4.1 for λ > β− 12 −, let us apply Lemma 4.3 to prove the result in [12,3].
Take β = 1, and let μ = μ1.
Theorem 4.4. (See Lebowitz, Rose, and Speer [12], Bourgain [3].) Let K < ∞ and r < ∞. For 2 < p < 6, and for
p = 6 with sufficiently small K = K(r) > 0, we have
e
∫
up1{∫
T
u2K} ∈ Lr(dμ). (55)
Remark 4.5. The critical value p = 6 is related to the L2-criticality of the quintic NLS and the quintic generalized
KdV.
Proof of Theorem 4.4. It is enough to prove that
∞∫
0
eλμ
(
r
∫
up  λ,
∫
T
u2 K
)
dλ < ∞.
Let M = c0λ
2
p−2 K−
p
p−2 for some c0 > 0. By Sobolev inequality,
‖PMu‖Lp(T)  cM
1
2 − 1p ‖PMu‖L2(T).
Hence, we have r‖PMu‖pLp(T)  λ/2 on
∫
T
u2 K . For sufficiently large λ > 0, the condition of Lemma 4.3 holds,
so we have
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(
r‖P>Mu‖pLp(T) > λ
)
 C exp
{−cr− p2 λ 2p M 2p +1}
= C exp{−c′λ1+ 6−pp−2 r− p2 K− p+2p−2 } (56)
and the statement follows. Note that when p = 6, we need to take K = K(r) sufficiently small such that r−3K−2 is
large and the coefficient of λ is less than −1 in (56). 
Now, we present the proof of Lemma 4.1 for λ > β− 12 −. As we see, one obtains much less in estimating the tail
uniformly in β > 0 even when p = 4. Indeed, Bourgain’s argument is not enough to conclude the argument even for
p = 3.
Proof of Lemma 4.1 for λ > β−
1
2 −. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.4. First, choose M = c0K−2λ > β− 12 −.
By Sobolev inequality,
β‖PMu‖4L4(T)  cβM‖PMu‖4L2(T).
Hence, on ‖PMu‖L2(T) K
1
2 β− 14 , we have, for sufficiently small c0,
β‖PMu‖4L4(T)  cc40λ λ/2.
As before, we can apply Lemma 4.2 to handle the high frequencies as long as Rj  3M
1
2
j in (54). Unlike the proof of
Lemma 4.3, when checking this, we use the non-smallness of Mj  λ > β−
1
2 −
. In this case, we have
Rj = σjλ 14 β− 14 M−
1
4
j
(
1 + βM2j
)1/2  β 18 −M 34 −εj M 12 +j .
By proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 4.3, we obtain (51). Then, (49) follows once we note that
Mj  λ > β−
1
2 −
. 
5. Hypercontractivity estimate: λ < β−
1
2 −
First, note that we have β
∫
T
u4 = β ∫ :u4:β + O(1) on {∫T u2 Kβ− 12 } and thus it is enough to prove (49) with
β
∫ :u4:β instead of β ∫T u4. We will use the identity (31) and we further separate the summation for II into (a) nj all
distinct, (b) n1 = n2 = n3, n4 and n3 = n4, and (c) n1 = n2 = n3 = n4 (up to permutations of the indices) and write
II = IIa + IIb + IIc. Recall also the definitions of I1 and I2 from (31). We will show that the main contribution of
β
∫ :u4:β comes from “no pair, all distinct”, i.e. IIa .
Lemma 5.1. On {∫
T
u2 Kβ− 12 }, there is a C < ∞ such that
β|I1|, β|I2|, β|IIb|, β|IIc| C
uniformly in β > 0.
Proof. In view of (11), we have
β|I1| = β
(∑
n1
|gn|2 − 1
1 + β˜n2
)2
 2β
(∑
n1
|gn|2
1 + β˜n2
)2
+ 2β
(∑
n1
1
1 + β˜n2
)2
 1
on {∫
T
u2 Kβ− 12 }. By Hölder inequality and l2 ⊂ l4, the contribution for II from the case (c) is at most
β|IIc| ∼ β
∣∣∣∣ ∑
n1 =0
g3n1
(1 + β˜n21)
3
2
g−3n1√
1 + β˜(−3n1)2
∣∣∣∣ β∑
n=0
|gn|4
(1 + β˜n2)2
 β
(∑
n=0
|gn|2
1 + β˜n2
)2
= β
( ∫
u2
)2
 1.T
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β|IIb| ∼ β
∣∣∣∣ ∑
no pair
n1,n3 =0
g2n1
1 + β˜n21
gn3√
1 + β˜n23
g−2n1−n3√
1 + β˜(−2n1 − n3)2
∣∣∣∣
 β
∑
n1 =0
|gn1 |2
1 + β˜n21
sup
n1 =0
∣∣∣∣ ∑
n3 =0
gn3√
1 + β˜n23
g−2n1−n3√
1 + β˜(−2n1 − n3)2
∣∣∣∣
 β
(∑
n=0
|gn|2
1 + β˜n2
)2
= β
( ∫
T
u2
)2
 1,
where we used ab a2/2 + b2/2 in the last line. 
In estimating the contribution from IIa = “no pair, all distinct”, we will use the hypercontractivity of the
Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process. Let L denote the generator of the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process on
H := L2(Rd, e−|x|2/2 dx) given by L =  − x · ∇ . Then, let S(t) = exp(tL) be the semigroup associated with
∂tu = Lu. Then, the hypercontractivity of the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck semigroup [20, Section 3] says the following:
Lemma 5.2. Let q  2. For f ∈ H and t  12 log(q − 1), we have∥∥S(t)f ∥∥
Lq(Rd ,exp(−|x|2/2) dx)  ‖f ‖L2(Rd ,exp(−|x|2/2) dx).
The eigenfunctions of L are given by
∏d
j=1 hkj (xj ), where hk is the Hermite polynomial of degree k, and the
corresponding eigenvalue is given by λ = −(k1 + · · · + kd). The first few Hermite polynomials are
h0(x) = 1, h1(x) = x, h2(x) = x2 − 1, . . . .
Let
H(x) =
∑
Γ
c(n1, . . . , n4)xn1 · · ·xn4,
where Γ = {(n1, . . . , n4) ∈ {1, . . . , d}4, all distinct}. Note that H(x) is an eigenfunction of L with the eigenvalue −4.
The following dimension-independent estimate is a simple consequence of Lemma 5.2:
Corollary 5.3. For all d = 1,2,3, . . . , we have∥∥H(x)∥∥
Lq(Rd ,exp(−|x|2/2) dx)  q
2∥∥H(x)∥∥
L2(Rd ,exp(−|x|2/2) dx). (57)
Proof of Lemma 4.1 for λ < β−
1
2 −. By Lemma 5.1 and the argument just preceding it, all it suffices to prove
μβ
(
|IIa| λ,
∫
T
u2 Kβ− 12
)
 Ce−cλ1+δ (58)
for λ β− 12 −. First, we show
μβ
(
|Fβ,M | λ,
∫
T
u2 Kβ− 12
)
 Ce−cλ1+δ (59)
for λ β− 12 −, where
Fβ,M = β
∑
∗∗
4∏
j=1
gnj√
1 + β˜n2j
(60)
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Then, we will indicate how (58) follows from (59).
By expanding the complex-valued Gaussians gn into their real and imaginary parts, we can apply (57) to Qβ,M
in (60). From (the proof of) Lemma 2.1, we have ‖Fβ,M‖L2(dμβ)  Cβ
1
4
. By (57), we have
‖Fβ,M‖Lq(dμβ)  Cq2β
1
4 (61)
for all q  2. Note that we need that u has a finite Fourier support, but the actual upper bound on the support is not
important. Then, we have ∫
exp
(
cβ−
1
8 |Fβ,M | 12
)
dμβ  C (62)
from Lemma 4.5 in [20]. This can be proved by expanding the exponential in the Taylor series and applying (61) and
Hölder’s inequality. Eq. (62) in turn implies μβ(|Fβ,M | > λ)  C exp(−c′β− 18 λ 12 ) by Markov’s inequality, i.e. we
proved (59) for λ β− 14 +.
Now, we consider the remaining case: β− 14 +  λ β− 12 −. Then, using λ β− 14 +ε ,
μβ
(|Fβ,M | λ) ‖Fβ,M‖qLq(dμβ)
λq
 Cq2qβ
q
2 −εq  e2q lnqe−
q
3 lnβ
−1
.
By choosing q ∼ β− 34  β−1 and using λ β− 12 −ε ,
 e−cβ
− 34 lnβ−1  e−cλ
3
2 −
.
This proves (59).
Now, we need to show how (58) follows from (59). Clearly, Fβ,M → IIa in L2(dμβ) as M → ∞. Thus, we can
find a subsequence Mk → ∞ for which Fβ,Mk → IIa almost surely with respect to μβ . By the dominated convergence
theorem for the indicator random variables 1(|Fβ,Mk | λ,
∫
T
u2 Kβ− 12 ), we have, for fixed β > 0 and λ 1,
μβ
(
|IIa| λ,
∫
T
u2 Kβ− 12
)
= lim
k→∞μβ
(
|Fβ,Mk | λ,
∫
T
u2 Kβ− 12
)
 Ce−cλ1+δ ,
where C and c are independent of β and λ. This completes the proof of the tail estimate (49). 
6. Remarks
We proved Theorem 1.1 for p = 4. In this section, we briefly discuss the minor changes needed to handle the
complex-valued case, the focusing case (Theorem 1.3), and the p = 3 case.
• Complex-valued case: As mentioned in Remark 1.2, the same result holds for the complex-valued case as well.
In this case, one needs to use the following definitions of Wick-ordered monomials,
:|u|2:β = |u|2 − aβ,
:|u|4:β = |u|4 − 4aβ |u|2 + 2a2β,
where aβ = Eμβ [
∫
T
|u|2]. The proof is basically the same (note that we did not really need the mean-zero
condition), and one needs to prove Proposition 3.6 in the complex-valued case. This follows easily once we note
|u|4  (Reu)4 + (Imu)4.
• Defocusing case: Now, let us briefly discuss the proof of Theorem 1.3. First, write∫
ei
∫
f u dQ˜
(4)
0,β = Z−1β
∫
ei
∫
f u−β ∫
T
u4 dμβ
= Z−1β
∫
ei
∫
f u−β ∫
T
u41 ∫ 2 − 12 dμβ +Z−1β
∫
ei
∫
f u−β ∫
T
u41 ∫ 2 − 12 dμβ.{
T
u Kβ } {
T
u >Kβ }
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for free thanks to the negative sign. As for the second term, (36) states that the contribution on Acβ,N ∪ Bcβ,N goes
to 0 as N → ∞. The contribution on Aβ,N ∩ Bβ,N also goes to 0 since Aβ,N ∩ Bβ,N ⊂ Bβ,N ⊂ {
∫
T
u2 Kβ− 12 } for
sufficiently small β > 0 for K > 12 .
Note that Lemma 3.1 follows in a similar manner as before, once we show that the denominator in (47) is bounded
from below. By Jensen’s inequality we have∫
A
e−β
∫
T
u4 dμβ  μβ(A) exp
{
− 1
μβ(A)Eμβ
[
1Aβ
∫
T
u4
]}
(63)
where A = {∫
T
u2  Kβ− 12 }. The right-hand side is clearly bounded from below as β → 0 since β ∫
T
u4 → C by
Lemma 2.1 and μβ(A) is bounded from below by Chebyshev (cf. (48)).
• p = 3 case: The proof of Theorem 1.1 for p = 3 is similar to the p = 4 case. Once we have Lemma 4.1, everything
follows for p < 4. However, in this case, we do not need to use the Wick-ordered
∫
T
u3, and a simpler proof is
available because the hypercontractivity estimates can be replaced by a direct application of the Sobolev inequality,
but it is still a nontrivial extension of the Bourgain method. We sketch it now.
By direct computation, we have
Eμβ
[∫
T
u3
]
= 0, and Eμβ
[(∫
T
u3
)2]
 β−1.
Similarly to the p = 4 case we define Cβ,N by
Cβ,N =
{∣∣∣∣ ∫
T
u3
∣∣∣∣Nβ− 12}, (64)
and separately estimate the contributions from
(i) Aβ,N ∩ Cβ,N , (ii) Aβ,N ∩ Ccβ,N , and (iii) Acβ,N .
The main contribution comes from Aβ,N ∩ Cβ,N . Unlike the p = 4 case, there is no need to introduce μ˜β defined
in (37), and we can simply use the convergence of μβ : limβ→0
∫
ei
∫
T
f u dμβ = e− 12 ‖f ‖22 for any mean zero smooth
function f on T.
The contributions from Aβ,N ∩Ccβ,N and Acβ,N can be shown to be small by Chebyshev’s inequality, once we prove
the following exponential expectation bound.
Proposition 6.1. Let r > 0. Then, we have
Eμβ
[
1{∫
T
u2Kβ− 12 }e
rβ
∫
T
u3]= ∫ 1{∫
T
u2Kβ− 12 }e
rβ
∫
T
u3 dμβ  C(r) < ∞, (65)
uniformly in small β > 0.
Proposition 6.1 is a corollary of Proposition 3.6. However, there is an easier direct proof in this case:
Proof of Proposition 6.1. By Sobolev inequality followed by Hölder’s inequality, we have∫
T
u3  c
(∑
n=0
n
1
3 |uˆn|2
) 3
2
 c
(∑
n=0
n
1
2 |uˆn|2
)(∑
n=0
|uˆn|2
)1/2
 cK 12 β− 14
∑
n
1
2 |uˆn|2n=0
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∫
T
u2 Kβ− 12 . Moreover, we have
β
∫
T
[P
c0β−
1
2
u]3  β 34
∑
1|n|c0β−
1
2
n
1
2 |uˆn|2  C
on
∫
T
u2 Kβ− 12 . Hence, from (11), we have∫
1{∫
T
u2Kβ− 12 }e
rβ
∫
T
u3 dμβ 
∫
1{∫
T
u2Kβ− 12 } exp
{
C + cβ 34
∑
|n|>c0β−
1
2
n
1
2 |uˆn|2
}
dμβ

∫ ∏
n>c0β
− 12
exp
{
2cβ
3
4 n
1
2
1 + β˜n2 |gn|
2
}
dμβ =
∏
n>c0β
− 12
1
1 − cβ
3
4 n
1
2
1+β˜n2
, (66)
where in the last equality we used E[eaX2] = (1 − 2a)− 12 , a < 12 , for a real-valued standard Gaussian random
variable X, since (cβ 34 n 12 )(1 + β˜n2)−1 < 12 on n > c0β−
1
2 for sufficiently large c0 > 0.
It is not hard to check that 0 < x < 1/2 implies (1 − x)−1 < ex+x2 ,
(66)
∏
n>c0β
− 12
exp
{
cβ
3
4 n
1
2
1 + β˜n2 +
c2β
3
2 n
(1 + β˜n2)2
}
= exp
{ ∑
n>c0β
− 12
cβ
3
4 n
1
2
1 + β˜n2 +
c2β
3
2 n
(1 + β˜n2)2
}
.
Hence, by Riemann sum approximation, we have for sufficiently small β > 0,
∑
n>c0β
− 12
β
3
4 n
1
2
1 + β˜n2 +
β
1
2 n
(1 + β˜n2)2 
∞∫
c0
√
x
1 + x2 dx + β
1/2
∞∫
c0
x
(1 + x2)2 dx < ∞.
This shows that (66) is finite. 
Lastly, note that Lemma 3.1 follows as before, once we show that the denominator in (47) (with p = 3) is bounded
from below. Proceeding the same way as in (63) this is immediate since Eμβ [1∫
T
u2Kβ−
1
2
β
∫
T
u3] = 0 by the u → −u
symmetry of μβ .
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